Inductive Inference Machines (IIMs) attempt to identify functions given only input-output pairs of the functions. Pro6a6ilistic IIMs are defined, as is the probability that a probabilistic IIM identifies a function with respect to two common identification criteria: EX and BC. Let ID denote either of these criteria. Then IDpm&) is the family of sets of functions U for which there is a probabilistic IIM identifying every f E U with probability 2 p. It is shown that for all positive integers n, IDpmb(l/n) is properly contained in ]IDpmb( l/(n+l)), and that this discrete hierarchy is the "finest" possible. This hierarchy is related to others in the literature.
I. Introduction
Inductive inference is the study of algorithms which attempt to synthesize programs computing a function when given only examples of the function as input. Research focuses on both general theoretical properties of inference techniques, and finding specific methods for inference within particular domains. Inductive inference has applications in linguistics, artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, and the philosophy of science, among others 111.
An Inductive Inference Machine (IIM) is a Turing machine M with an oracle which presents M with initial segments of the values of some total recursive function, f(o), f(l), f(2), ..., on a special input tape.
The IIM outputs a sequence of guesses of programs based on the examples it has seen. (There is no restriction that the guesses output by an IIM be programs which compute total functions.) Note that since new input values may not be consistent with a current guess, the IIM may not be able to determine at any point whether a particular guess is correct. For this reason, identification of functions is seen as an infinite process which happens "in the limit".
There are two standard criteria of successful identification in the limit of an IIM on a given function f : EX and BC. It has been shown that no single deterministic IIM can identify in the limit every total recursive function (according to either criterion). We allow randomization in the computations of the IIh4 and ask: 'are more classes of functions identifiable if we only require the inference machine to be correct with some probability p 5 11" Letting ID denote both EX and BC, we define probabilistic IIMs, and the probability Pr(M IDidentifies /]. For p 2 0, define IDprob(p) = {U I U is a set of functions such that there exists an IIM M such that Pr[M ID-identifies j ] 2 p for every f E @.
Our results give a description of the structure of the classes lDProb(p) as a function of p. For both criteria there is a discrete hierarchy of classes, with "breakpoints" at the values 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, ... . That is, for all n = 1,2,3, ..., IDpro,(l/n) is a proper subclass of IDprob(l/(n+l)); and if p 1 and p2 are in the same halfopen interval (l/(n+l),l/n], then IDprob(p,) = IDprob(p2). Also, for both criteria, the sets of functions that can be identified by some machine with probability p > 1/2, can be identified by some deterministic machine.
The precise statement of our main results gives an equivalence between three different models of computation for inductive inference: probabilistic identification defined herein, frequency identification introduced . Freivalds proves the existence of a probabilistic inference hierarchy, where successful inference is defined with respect to halting computations. Not many of the proof techniques for finite inference are amenable to adaptation to the more prevalent notions of "in the limit" inference. We have preliminary results indicating that there is a relationship between probabilistic finite inference, and teams of finite inference machines, similar to that described in this paper for limiting inference. Also, a recent paper by Wiehagen, Freivalds, and Kinber [14] investigates the advantages of probabilistic inductive inference strategies over deterministic ones when the strategies are required to converge to a correct answer within some fixed number of changes in hypotheses. It is also independently proved that EXProb(p) = EX when p > 1/2, which is a special case of our Theorem 2.3.
Background and Statement of Results
both EX and BC.
For the remainder of this paper, ID will stand for The symbol tij is the set operation union, together with the assertion that the operands of the union are mutually disjoint; thus S = Sj states that not only is S the union of the sets {Si}, but also that for all i # j , Si n Si = 0. If S is a set and f a multiset, then 1 1 1 is the number of (not necessarily distinct) elements of the multiset I, and If n SI is the number of (not necessarily distinct) elements of the multiset I which are also elements of S. We write " B ( k ) 
If f is a total re di = f).
4,. # f, and for all z such that $;(x) # f(z), diverges on 2 ) .
ursive function, then we say that M is fed the graph of f iff each element input to M is a pair <z,f(z)>, and for every z in the domain of f, <z,f(z)> is input at least once to M. Thus the BC criterion requires that all guesses of M be correct past some finite initial number of incorrect guesses, whereas the EX criterion requires in addition that eventually these correct guesses be identical. and for some n, 8 , = Sn+l = sn+z ... ,
Clearly EX E BC.
proper subset of BC [3] .
It is well known that EX is a
We say that M is order independent iff the sequence of guesses that M makes is independent of the particular order in which the graph of f is input to M. 0 The probabilistic hierarchy is discrete, and not "continuous" or "dense"; i.e. if p, < p2, and both pi and p2 are in the same interval pl and p2 are in different intervals, then e There is also a frequency hierarchy, both for EX and BC, and they too are discrete (disproving
0 For both EX and BC, the team, probabilistic, and frequency hierarchies are identical.
Thus aflowing randomness doesn't increase the power of IIM computations; even if we only require correctness 51% of the time, we could have done it deterministically. Similarly, if there is some deterministic IIM which "in the limit" has greater than half of its guesses correct for every f in the class U, then there is a deterministic IIh4 which identifies every f E U.
Probabilistic IIMS
A probabilistic IIM M is a deterministic IIM with a random @I oracle called a coin. The IIM may "query" (or "flip") the coin from time to time, and receive the result of the flip (which is 0 or 1 equiprobably) on a special read-only coin tape. Without loss of generality, we assume that every probabilistic IIM repeats the 
TM>f
A path p of TM,/ is an infinite sequence of adjacent nodes <t,,t,,t,,t, ,... >, starting at the root node (to = I), and going udown the tree, never changing directions", so that for all i , the ith node ti on p is a node occurring at depth i of TM9f. We fint must precisely define probability with respect to an IIM's computation on a given input. The "experiment" for which the probability is defined is the running of M with input f, and the result is the particular infinite path that M follows which depends on the infinite sequence of results of the coin flips. Thus the set of possible outcomes of the experiment is {p 1 p is a path in TM,,,}. is what we want from our probability measure: The probability of a randomly chosen path passing through node n should be 2 4 , ) since every path must pass through exactly one node at depth d ( n ) and we'd like these to be equiprobable. 
Definition:

P,
Some Proofs
and IDfreJp) with IDteam(n). 
' BCthreshold(w)'
The intuition behind the proof of Lemma 4.1 is that a "threshold-plurality" vote of the programs of the list Ik can be used to identify f .
Proof of Lemma 4.1:
Let U C BCthreshold(lM). We construct M' which BC- 
'.
To see that M' BC-identifies U, let f E U, and let to be large enough so that for all k 2 k,, II, n WRONGf I < t, < 11, n GOODfI. Let k 2 k,. Then p , ( z ) converges for all inputs z, since 11, n GOODf I > t,; i.e. the number of correct programs for f in the list I, is greater than t,, so after some finite number of simulation steps at least t, values must have been computed. Now let S = {il,i2, ..., i a } be the elements of Z , which pk finds. If y # f(z), then all s elements of S are in WRONGf, and lZk n WRONGfI L s > t,, which contradicts the fact that I , is a tk-threshold list for f. Hence pk(z) = f(z) for all z. 0
Definition:
A C N be a set of program indices. Then L, = {n I n is a node at level k of TM,,); 
k).
That is, the fraction of nodes at level k with indices in A is greater than p for all but finitely many levels.
We are now ready to prove Containment 4. We first note that the special case that p > 1/2 has a straightforward proof If M BC-identifies f with probability > 1/2, then by Lemma 4.2, for all but finitely many levels of the tree, the fraction of GOODf programs at each level is > 1/2. A deterministic IIM on input f can construct the tree T M , f , and output as its kth guess the index of a program which does a majority vote of the programs found at level k.
Let U E BCprob(p), with p > l/(n+l). Then there is a probabilistic IIM M which BC-identifies every f E U with probability 2 p > l/(n+l). We construct 3 team of n deterministic IIMs such that for all f E U, there is a team member which BCthreshold-identifies f , hence BC-identifies f. 
( k ) .
There are n mutually exclusive possibilities about how IL,(WRONG,)I behaves "in the limit". 
k).
We use the team of n deterministic IIM's to guess which case will hold for a particular f. The machine whose guess is correct will BCthreshold-identify f . If a machine Mi knows roughly what the fraction of "WRONG" guesses there are at each level of the tree, it can cancel most of them by witnessing that they differ from f. Machine Mi will search for deeper and deeper levels of the tree TM,/ such that the fraction of WRONG guesses among those output is at least (i-l)/(n+l), and then cancel these wrong guesses.
If it is also true that past some point the fraction of WRONG guesses is bounded above by i/(n+l), then Mi will be able to form (in the limit) sets of indices for which at least the fraction l / ( n + l ) are correct, and strictly less than this are WRONG indices. Thus Mi will be able to BCthreshold-identify f. To show 1, we note that the only possible way for Mi to output only finitely many pairs <zk/(n+l), I,> is that for some value kold the dovetail of step 4 of Mi fails to satisfy its halting condition. By assumption on i , IL,(WRONGf)I 1 2k/(n+l) i.0. ( k ) , therefore there is some k > kold with ILk(WRONG,)I 1 Zk/(n+l). Now ILk(WRONGf)l is at most 2k, hence finite, and after some finite number of steps of simulation, Mj would be able to witness that all of these nodes have indices in WRONGf, hence they would be placed into CANCEL,.
Thus CANCEL, at some point must contain 2 2'/(n+l) nodes, and therefore the halting condition is satisfied. Now define C, = ( p I p is a path in TM, f , and p converges at node n}.
Let en,, be the set of paths p such that p passes through node n, M outputs a different index at parent(n) than at n .All nodes after n on p down to depth k have the (or n is the root), same index as n.
Intuitively, Cn,k is the set of paths which appear to be converging to ind(n), and appear to converge at n, when we examine TM,/ for k levels only.
Clearly C(A) = Lemma 4.4: For all nodes n, and for all TM,,, IIMs such that for all f E U, there is some i such that Mi OEX-identifies (and hence EX-identifies) f .
The idea behind the proof of Lemma 4.7 is that rather than look only at levels of the tree, as was done in the BC case in the proof of containment 4 above, each deterministic IIM of the team will have to scan the tree, and identify converging paths, and nodes at which this convergence occurs.
Proof of Lemma 4.7:
Let M be the probabilistic machine which identifies U with probability p > l/(n+l). We will show that if a deterministic machine has a reasonable estimate of the value Pr[C(N)] (the "weight", or percentage of paths which converge to a n y index), then it can converge to a correct list for f , hence OEX-identify f. Depending on the function f chosen from U, the weight of converging paths will fall into one of these intervals, and the associated machine will converge to a correct list for f. 3. Let ck be the least numbered node in Tk such that 2 Pr[Cj,lJ 2 i/(n+l).
Output (ind(i) I I 5 i 5 ek)
J=1
We show that for all f E U, there is an i such that Mj converges to a correct list for f. 
Anomalous Hypotheses
Allowing randomization and some probability of error for identification is only one possible way to expand the classes of functions which are identifiable. Another way to relax the definition for correct identification is to allow the hypothesized programs to disagree with the function being identified on some number of arguments.
We write 4 =, f to indicate that I {. : Identification with anomalous hypotheses has also been studied for BC-identification, and a hierarchy analogous to Theorem 5.1 is given in [3], and extended to a BC-team-anomaly hierarchy in [12]. L. Harrington has shown that BC' contains the class of all partial recursive functions 131, so relaxing this criterion in any way cannot increase the classes of functions identified.
However, for k E N , we define BCirOb(p) and BCFreS(p) in the natural way, and for113 the following Conjecture: For all k E N, for all integers n 2 1, If l / ( n + l ) < p 5 l/n, then and for all p E R:
fqrob(P) = BC;&) = BC;c,,(n).
Nondeterministic Inference Strategies: An Observation
A team of deterministic IIMS may be thought of as a single nondeterministic machine which is restricted to choosing from among n deterministic strategies. We consider unrestricted nondeterministic IIMs, and observe that this model is too powerful to be interesting.
We then consider a different type of restriction, that of "reliability" [2,0], and determine lo of lo that reliable nondeterministic I&& are no more powerful than deterministic IIMs.
A nondeterministic T[M (NIIM) is simply a
deterministic IIM with a 0-1 oracle. The NIIM may query the oracle for a "nondeterministic bit" which it then receives on a special tape.
Thus there is essentially no difference between a probabilistic IIM and an NIIM, except that in the latter case, the oracle isn't a coin, and there is no associated notion of probability. N uses its oracle to nondeterministically generate an integer, and then guesses that integer as a program index for the function to be identified. Thus unrestricted nondeterminism is too powerful a model to be of interest.
For EX-identification, a natural restriction for IIMs is that of reliability. (Reliability is not a meaningful notion for BC-identification.) An IIM M is reliable iff for all f , if M converges to some guess on input f , then the guess is a program index for f. Then M reliably EX-identifies U if M EX-identifies U, and M is reliable.
Thus we may assume that whenever M converges, its answer is correct. Reliable inference strategies have been studied in [2,9].
We are surprised to find that Theorem 6.1: then U is EX-identifiable by a deterministic IIM.
If U is EX-identifiable by a RNIIM, Thus "unrestricted" nondeterministic IIMs are too powerful, and reliable nondeterministic IIMs are no more powerful than deterministic ones. This supports our vkw that team inference is the most natural notion of nondeterminism for inductive inference.
